


G EERED UP 
Kirstenbosch 
Wins Gold and 
President's 
Award 
South Africa has 

won its 3Sth gold 

medal at the Chelsea 

Flower Show. The 

SANBI team was 

also awarded the 

prestigious President's 
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Kirstenbosch exhibit at the Chelsea Flower 
Show 

Award . Designers Ray Hudson and David Davidson chose the theme 

'Windows on Biodiversity' and the circular exhibit shows a backdrop 

of Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden and Walter Sisulu National 

Botanical Garden. In the display are plants that represent all ten of 

South Africa's national botanical gardens, namely Free State, Hantam, 

Harold Porter, Karoo Desert, Kirstenbosch, Kwelera, Lowveld, KZN, 

Pretoria and Walter Sizulu. 

For further information email jessica@hippocommunications. 
com 

Toro Rake-o-Vac 
The new Toro Rake-o-Vac vacuum was recently delivered to River Club 

Golf Course in Sandton, Gauteng, and according to course manager 

Frikkie Potgieter, it has made a huge difference to the cleanliness of the 

course.The Rake-o-Vac easily collects 20-30 loads of leaves and other 

debris per day, improving the condition of the course. 

Smith Power Equipment's Stephen Mangold says that this is one 

of the most efficient vacuum rake machines ever produced by Toro. 

The model is not PTO powered and has its own 23hp engine that 

gives it plenty of power to clean debris from the most difficult ground 

conditions. It also runs more quietly and smoothly than is predecessors. 

The Rake-o-Vac has more than 500 brushes and these, in 

conjunction with its spring-loaded flex tip reel, provide exceptional 

sweeping performance especially with leaves and difficult to handle 

pine needles. The hopper provides plenty of capacity for cleaning up 

large areas such as golf courses, parks and estates. In spite of this, its 

design is compact and it is manoeuvrable enough to pick up debris 

from very tight spaces, according to Mangold. 

One of the most important features of the machine is its rugged 

impeller fan which pulverises the leaves and debris, saving space in 

the hopper. Importantly, the airflow in the hopper minimises dust by 

directing it back to the ground, thereby not creating any disturbance 

for golfers or adjacent houses. 

Mangold says that in the 21 years they have worked with River 

Club, they have only used Toro equipment. The business relationship is 

mutually beneficial, he says. 

For further information phone Robert Keir on 011 284 2000 

Urban Greenery Initiative Wins Corobrik Award 
Landscape architecture students have been working on concepts to 

counteract expanding urbanisation and address the issue of global 

warming. Stuart Kelly, a recent graduate from UCT, received Corobrik's 

Most Innovative Final Year Landscape Architecture Award for his 

concept of urban greening. The annual award is given to a landscape 

architecture student with the most innovative dissertation. 

Kelly drew on his farming background in KZN and says he always 

envisioned working with soils and growing plants, which is why he 

incorporated grafting into his thesis. He chose the Mowbray area 

because he is familiar with the terrain which is not very green. 

The specific focus site was the pedestrian routes leading up to 
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Back row, left to right: Christie van Niekerk, Dr. Julian Raxworthy, 
Siyanda Mapekula, Werner Oelofse. Front row: Saudah Asmal and 
Stuart Kelly 

the Mowbray transport hub because once greened, they could be 

expanded to create corridors of green lungs between the mountains 

and river. It was here that Kelly performed his site work which included 

identifying trees or green pockets, erf access points, surface runoff, 

drainage opportunities, shaded zones, wind shelter and rain water 

harvesting options. 

His dissertation, entitled "Grafting the Sub-Terrain: Working from 

the Ground Up in Mowbray, Cape Town", investigates how to encourage 

natural growth in the urban area by developing the sub-terrain, the 

area below the earth's surface. Grafting refers to the combining of two 

different plants with a similar genetic makeup to create a modified plant 

type. Kelly's dissertation looks at grafting various soil types, as opposed 

to plants, in order to create a diverse landscape that caters for various 

plant types because of the different soil conditions. 

The aim of the project was to re-design the area where plants grow 

along prominent routes leading to Mowbray's transport hub. In an effort 

to improve the sub-terrain.a specially designed synthetic aquifer would 

have to be applied to the area. The aquifer is an area of rock below 

the earth's surface which absorbs water needed for plant growth. The 

rejuvenation of this underground area would improve the soil, allowing 

for the growth of productive trees. In addition, re-designing the soil 

profile leads to greater biodiversity, improved groundwater storage and 

a more productive landscape. 

Saudah Asmal was placed second with her dissertation entitled 

"Living on the Land: Redesigning Land Use Relationships in the Philippi 

HorticulturalArea."The focus is Cape Town's primary farming area with 

the idea of consolidating environmental, agricultural and development 
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